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Network Computing Devices Products
are Year 2000 Compliant

We know our customers are concerned about year 2000 issues, so we are happy to provide this statement
regarding NCD product compliance.

NCD Explora

Year 2000 is a major IS issue.  Network Computing Devices, Inc. assures you that NCD Thin Clients, which are
based on the NCDware operating system, will not be affected by this issue.  Year 2000 affects computer systems
that calculate, process, or store any type of date-related data.  NCDware does not utilize date and time fields for any
of its calculations.  Therefore, NCDware is immune to both system crashes and erroneous data calculations
associated with the Year 2000 issue.

NCD WinCenter

Network Computing Devices, Inc. manufactures NCD WinCenter software that allows desktop devices to access
Microsoft Windows applications from a central application server.  NCD WinCenter consists of software produced
by NCD as well as portions licensed from other companies, Citrix Systems and FTP Software.

The portion of NCD WinCenter software manufactured by NCD is certified to correctly handle displayed date fields
within its user interfaces.  NCD WinCenter components licensed to NCD by Citrix Systems (Citrix WinFrame) are
certified by them as being conformant in the following areas:

• WinFrame is an authorized extension to Microsoft Windows NT server. Both Windows NT Server
(version 3.51) and WinFrame/Enterprise (versions 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7) are capable of storing four digit
year data, allowing applications to differentiate between dates from the 1900s and the year 2000 and
beyond, e.g.1903 vs. 2003.

Citrix has verified that for WinFrame (versions 1.6 and 1.7) the system date will correctly traverse the
12/31/1999 to 01/01/2000 date change and also recognizes the year 2000 as a leap year by
acknowledging 02/29/2000 as a valid system date.

However, it is important to understand that it is an application’s responsibility to collect and properly
store data. Although most Windows applications do store four-digit year dates today, it is possible that
some applications are now or have historically only collected two-digit year fields.  While WinFrame is
capable of storing four-digit year data and providing  four-digit year data to Windows applications,
WinFrame cannot create four-digit year data for applications that have collected only two-digits in
year fields.

WinFrame has no effect regarding date calculations on applications that make direct date requests to
hardware BIOS.

• The FTP Software option (InterDrive NT) has pledged to resolve any year 2000 compatibility issues
that are encountered during their ongoing testing. NCD will incorporate these products in future NCD
WinCenter releases.
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NCD PC-Xware

Network Computing Devices, Inc. manufactures NCD PC-Xware software that allows PCs to access UNIX
applications on servers and to format and display the output of these applications.  In light of this, the Year 2000
compliance issue does not apply to NCD PC-Xware.  Any Year 2000 issues that might exist could only be
associated with individual applications that are not affected by our product.

In short, NCD PC-Xware software is Year 2000 compliant.

Sincerely,

Jim Fulton
Vice President
Strategy & Technology


